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Abstract: Recently, deep learning-based image outpainting has made greatly
notable improvements in computer vision field. However, due to the lack
of fully extracting image information, the existing methods often generate
unnatural and blurry outpainting results in most cases. To solve this issue, we
propose a perceptual image outpainting method, which effectively takes the
advantage of low-level feature fusion and multi-patch discriminator. Specifically, we first fuse the texture information in the low-level feature map of
encoder, and simultaneously incorporate these aggregated features reusability
with semantic (or structural) information of deep feature map such that we
could utilize more sophisticated texture information to generate more authentic outpainting images. Then we also introduce a multi-patch discriminator to
enhance the generated texture, which effectively judges the generated image
from the different level features and concurrently impels our network to
produce more natural and clearer outpainting results. Moreover, we further
introduce perceptual loss and style loss to effectively improve the texture and
style of outpainting images. Compared with the existing methods, our method
could produce finer outpainting results. Experimental results on Places2 and
Paris StreetView datasets illustrated the effectiveness of our method for image
outpainting.
Keywords: Deep learning; image outpainting; low-level feature fusion;
multi-patch discriminator

1 Introduction

Nowadays, artificial intelligence (AI) has ushered in a new big data era. The improvement of AI
also promotes deep learning technology to be widely employed in many fields [1–4], especially in image
processing field. Combining deep learning technology with image processing method, AI system could
acquire more available environmental information to make correct decisions. For example, applying
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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deep learning-based image processing to the pattern recognition and automatic control field for the
efficient analysis and real-time response, which is considered as a promising prospect.
Recently, deep learning-based methods [5–8] have been widely applied to image inpainting task
and have made remarkable achievements. Image inpainting, as a common image editing task, aims to
restore damaged images and remove objects. Existing image inpainting methods can mainly be divided
into two groups: non-learning methods and learning-based methods. The former group is composed
of diffusion-based [9,10] and distribution-based approaches [11,12]. Concretely, the diffusion-based
approaches use the texture synthesis to fill the unknown parts, and search or collect the suitable
pixels of known regions to diffuse into the unknown regions. These methods can generate meaningful
textures for the missing regions. However, they generate inpainting results often with blurry and
distorted contents when meet a big hole or sophisticated textures, because they fail to capture the
semantic information of images. On the other hand, the distribution-based approaches utilize the
whole dataset to obtain the data distribution information, and finally generate inpainting images.
Similarly, due to only extracting low-level pixel information, they can’t produce a fine texture. By
contrary, learning methods [13–15] generally use convolutional neural networks to extract the semantic
information of images such that they could realize a natural, realistic and plausible inpainting result.
Compared with image inpainting, image outpainting is studied relatively fewer in the image
processing field. It uses the known parts of images to recursively extrapolate a complete picture. Moreover, image outpainting faces a greater challenge because of the less neighboring pixel information.
Furthermore, the outpainting model must produce plausible contents and vivid textures for the missing
regions. In practice, image outpainting can be applied in panorama synthesis, texture synthesis and so
on. The generative adversarial network (GAN) [16,17] is commonly employed in image outpainting,
and it is suitable for unsupervised learning on complicated distribution. GAN, as a generative model,
aims to train jointly its generator and discriminator for an adversarial idea. Specifically, the generator
minimizes the loss function, and the discriminator maximizes the loss function. Since the adversarial
training promotes the generator to capture the real data distribution, the network can generate fine
and reasonable images.
Existing image outpainting methods generally fail to effectively extract image information (such
as structure and texture information), resulting in the unclarity and unnaturalness of outpainting
results. To generate more semantically reasonable and visually natural outpainting results, we present
a perceptual image outpainting method assisted by low-level feature fusion and multi-patch discriminator (LM). It is known that the low-level features map with higher resolution could acquire plentiful
detail information (such as location information and texture information). However, it contains less
semantic information. The high-level feature map could acquire more semantic information, and
it perceives the less detail information. Therefore, we first fuse the texture information in the lowlevel feature map of encoder, and simultaneously incorporate these aggregated features reusability
with semantic (structural) information of deep feature map by element-wise adding such that we
could utilize more sophisticated texture information to generate more authentic outpainting images.
Moreover, we introduce a multi-patch discriminator to enhance the generated texture information
and comprehensively judge the reality of outpainting images. We design its outputs as a n × n tensor
equal to judge the number of patches of an image, which could perceive the relatively bigger receptive
field. Therefore, our multi-patch discriminator further effectively judges the generated image from the
different level features and indirectly promotes the generator to grasp the real distribution of input
data. This could impel our network to produce more natural and clearer outpainting images.
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Furthermore, we employ perceptual loss [18] to extract the high-level feature information of both
generated images and ground truths. Therefore, our network could restrain the texture generation
of outpainting regions. Meanwhile, style loss [19] is employed to estimate the relevance of different
features extracted by pre-trained Visual Geometry Group 19 (VGG19) network [20], and we further
compute a Gram matrix to obtain the global style of outpainting images. In this way, our model can
generate real and consistent outpainting results.
In general, our contributions are as follows:
(1) We effectively fuse and reuse the texture information of the low-level feature map of encoder
and simultaneously incorporate these aggregated features reusability with semantic (structural)
information of deep feature map in the decoder, which could utilize more sophisticated texture
information to generate more authentic outpainting results with finer texture.
(2) We propose two multi-patch discriminators to comprehensively judge the generated images
from the different level features, which further enlarges receptive field of discriminator network
and finally improves the clarity and naturalness of outpainting results.
The rest part of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents related image outpainting
works. The detail theory of our proposed method is illustrated in Section 3. Section 4 introduces our
experimental results which include qualitative and quantitative comparisons with existing methods. In
the last section, we present conclusions and future works.
2 Related Work

In the early time, image inpainting fills the missing areas through non-learning methods, including
patch-based [21–23] and diffusion-based methods [24–26]. Caspi et al. [27] use bidirectional spatial similarity to maintain the information of input data, which can be applied in retargeting or
image inpainting. Nonetheless, the spatial similarity estimation costs a large number of computation
resources. Barnes et al. [28] propose a PatchMatch method, using a fast nearest neighbor estimation
to match reasonable patches. Therefore, PatchMatch could save expensive computation cost. These
methods all assume that the missing contents come from the known regions, thus they search and copy
the patches of known areas to fill unknown areas. By this way, they can generally produce meaningful
contents for the missing regions. However, they often exhibit badly for complicated structures or bigger
holes, due to they only gain low-level image information such as the non-learning statistics information
and simple pixel information of images.
Context Encoder (CE) [29] firstly applies the deep learning-based and GAN-based method to
image inpainting task. It presents a new unsupervised learning method which is based on contextual
pixel prediction. CE can be used to generate realistic contents according to known pixel information.
Its overall network is an encoder-decoder architecture. The encoder maps the missing image into the
latent space, and then the decoder utilizes these features of latent space to generate missing contents.
A channel-wise fully-connected layer is introduced to connected encoder and decoder. In addition,
both reconstruction loss and adversarial loss are used to train the CE model for realizing a sharp
inpainting result. In this way, CE could simultaneously obtain both structure representation and
semantic information of images. However, owing to the limitation of the fully-connected layer in the
network, it fails to produce clear inpainting results.
Chao et al. [30] propose a multi-scale neural patch synthesis algorithm, which is composed of
content network and texture network. It can generate fine content and texture through training
jointly the two networks. The content network is used to fill contents for the missing areas, while
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the texture network is used to further improve texture of output results generated by content network.
Furthermore, in the texture network, a pre-trained VGG network is employed to force the patches
in the inpainting regions to be perceptually similar to the patches in the known regions. Since they
fully take the texture of missing regions into account, the network performs well for producing fine
structures. However, due to the multi-scale learning which costs a lot of computation resources, this
method has significant limitations.
Then, Iizuka et al. [31] present a novel image inpainting method which guarantees the inpainting
images with both local and global consistency. More specifically, it uses a local discriminator and a
global discriminator to realize fine inpainting results. The local discriminator judges the inpainting
areas to achieve local detail consistency, while the global discriminator judges the whole image to
ensure the consistent overall structure. Thanks to ensuring the consistency of local and global details,
the model could produce much finer inpainting results. Moreover, it also achieves a more flexible
inpainting without the limitation of image resolution and missing shape.
To get over the influence of subordinate pixels in the missing regions, Liu et al. [32] create a partial
convolution for irregular image inpainting. In the method, they use the masked and renormalized
convolution to force the network to focus on the valid pixels of input images. Moreover, they also
present a method to automatically update the mask value for the next convolutional layer. By this way,
the influence of subordinate information can be reduced in some degree, which promotes the network
to process the input image more effectively. Ultimately, they realize natural and clear inpainting results.
Zheng et al. [33] propose a pluralistic image inpainting method (PICnet), which could produce
multiple output for one input image. The most image inpainting methods only output one result, due
to the limitation of one instance label provided by the ground truth. To let the model output diverse
inpainting results, they invent a novel probabilistic theory to settle the problem. In addition, their
network architecture contains two parallel paths, which are composed of the reconstructive path and
the generated path. Concretely, the reconstructive path is used to obtain the distribution information
of missing regions, and finally reconstructing a complete image. On the other hand, the generated
path utilizes the distribution information of reconstructive path to guide the generation of missing
images. By sampling from the variational auto-encoder (VAE) (another generative model), the network
can produce pluralistic inpainting images. Owing to the considering of prior distribution of missing
regions, they not only generate high-quality results but also create the diversity of images.
Mark et al. [34] recently apply GAN to the image outpainting for painting outside the box
(IOGnet). They employ the deep learning-based GAN approach to outpaint the panorama contents
for the sides of missing images, and finally recursively expand the parts beyond the border. Furthermore, they adopt a three-stage strategy to stabilize the training process. In the first stage, the generator
is trained by the L2 distance between the generated images and the ground truths. In the second stage,
the discriminator is trained alone according to the adversarial loss. In the last stage, the generator and
discriminator are trained jointly through the adversarial loss. Finally, the model could even generate
a five-time outpainting result than the original input. However, the obscure contents appear in the
outpainting parts. As a result, the work needs to be improved in some aspects.
3 Perceptual Image Outpainting Assisted by Low-Level Feature Fusion and Multi-Patch Discriminator
(LM)
To produce high-quality outpainting results, we present a simple perceptual image outpainting
method assisted by low-level feature fusion and multi-patch discriminator. Moreover, we simultaneously employ both perceptual loss and style loss to improve the texture and style of outpainting images.
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Network architecture will be introduced in Subsection 3.1, and the rest of subsections are used to
introduce the principle of our method.
3.1 Network Architecture

As shown in Fig. 1, a simple GAN-based network, mainly consisting of the generator and
discriminator, is used in our network. Firstly, our encoder in generator maps input images (both
Im and Ic ) into a latent feature space. We first fuse the texture information in the low-level feature
map of encoder, and simultaneously incorporate these aggregated features reusability with semantic
(structural) information of deep feature map by element-wise adding in decoder. This could utilize
more sophisticated texture information to generate more authentic outpainting images. Furthermore,
the inference module (yellow block) connects encoder with decoder for utilizing the latent feature more
effectively. In fact, the inference module is equal to the function of VAE [35], which computes the mean
and variance of latent features to sample useful features. Finally, to generate more realistic results, we
inject outpainting image into the pre-trained VGG [36] network for obtaining the feature information,
which will be used to compute perceptual loss and style loss. In addition, we use the Least Squares
Generative Adversarial Network (LSGAN) loss [37] to stabilize the training of our model. Then we
present a multi-patch discriminator to enhance the generated texture information, which effectively
judges the generated image from the different level features and impels our network to produce more
natural and clearer outpainting images.

Figure 1: Overview of our network architecture
3.1.1 Generator

Fig. 1 shows that our network structure consists of two paths: yellow path in the top and blue path
in the bottom. Note that the former path aims to reconstruct inpainting images and the latter path
aims to generate outpainting results. In the training, both masked images Im and Ic (complement of
Im ) are concatenated by the channel-wise operation such that both can be simultaneously processed.
Then we detach output features into both different inference modules (yellow block) to compute their
latent features’ mean and variance, which will be used to sample latent features. To simultaneously deal
with both latent features, we concatenate both sampling features and feed them into the decoder. To
easily grasp more sophisticated texture information and generate more authentic outpainting images,
when decoder processes the latent features we fuse the texture information in the low-level feature
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map of encoder, and simultaneously incorporate these aggregated features reusability with semantic
(structural) information of deep feature map by element-wise adding in decoder. It is formally
defined as:
Fi = CD(Ei−1 (I)) ⊕ Ei (I)

(1)

where Fi is i-th layer’s aggregated features, I denotes input image, Ei is i-th layer in the encoder, ⊕
denotes channel-wise concatenation, and CD is down-sampling operation. Namely, we first downsample (i-1)-th layer’s features, and concatenate the down-sampling features with the i-th layer’s
features by channel-wise concatenation. Therefore, Fi contains (i-1)-th and i-th layers’ aggregated
feature information (see Eq. (1)). Then, we could pass aggregated features Fi into the decoder
via element-wise adding. Therefore, the network could generate more sophisticated texture for the
generated images. Finally, we produce both reconstructive image Irec and generated image Igen .
3.1.2 Discriminator

We design multi-patch discriminators (both Discriminator 1 and Discriminator 2) to enhance
the generated texture information, which effectively judges the generated image Igen and Irec from
the different level features and impels our network to produce more natural and clearer outpainting
images. Formally, it is defined as:

[Di (Igen ) − 1]2
(2)
Lgad =
i

where Lgad is the generator’s adversarial loss, Di is the i-th layer of discriminator, and Igen is the generated
image. Specifically, we judge the output patches in the last three layers of discriminator are real or
fake. From the multi-patch information, the discriminator could effectively reinforce the ability of
judgement for the output patch of discriminator (see Eq. (2)). Therefore, the discriminator could
comprehensively judge an input image is real or fake. Finally, the real distribution of data is grasped
by the generator, and the model could produce finer outpainting results.
3.2 Perceptual Loss and Style Loss

To further improve the texture and style of outpainting images and generate more realistic result,
we simultaneously introduce both perceptual loss and style loss. Perceptual loss aims to extract
semantic (structure) feature information via the pre-trained VGG19 network. By constraining the L1
distance of these features, it can force outpainting results perceptually close to ground truths. Formally,
the perceptual loss is defined as:



||i (Igen ) − i (Igt )||1
(3)
Lperceptual = E
i

where Igen is the generated image and Igt is the ground truth. i (·) denotes the i-th layer features map
of VGG. Actually, the perceptual loss is used to measure the difference of corresponding features
extracted by VGG. The features in the convolutional neural network generally represent the semantic
information of images such as the low-level textures or high-level attributes. Through penalizing these
features dissimilar to the feature labels in the VGG, the outpainting parts can be improved in some
degree. Thanks to the applying of perceptual loss in the training of GANs, the generator could be
gradually tuned to produce a finer output result.
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Style loss aims to extract the general style of generated images and ground truth. Concretely, to
capture the overall style, we calculate the Gram matrix of their features extracted by VGG network.
As a result of the L1 norm constraint on the corresponding Gram matrices, the outpainting images
will approach the realistic style by degrees. Analogously, the style loss is defined as follow:



||Gi (Igen ) − Gi (Igt )||1
Lstyle = E
(4)
i

where Gi (·) denotes the Gram matrix of i-th layer’s feature extracted by VGG network. In fact, Gram
matrix is the covariance matrix of eigenvectors in the Euclidean space, and it estimates the correlation
of pair eigenvectors. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) extracts the low-level texture information
of images in the shallow layer, while in the deeper layer it obtains the high-level semantic information.
The genuine attribute of an image is up to the combination of low-level and high-level information.
Therefore, it can be used to measure the correlation of different features, including the important
essence of images. Since we force the style of outpainting images to be similar to the style of ground
truths, our model can produce the outpainting results with natural and authentic appearance.
3.3 Other Loss

Moreover, we apply the loss from PIC. Formally,
Lpic = αKL (LrKL + LgKL ) + αapp (Lrapp + Lgapp ) + αad (Lrad + Lgad )

(5)

where the subscript r denotes the reconstructive path (see yellow path in Fig. 1), and g denotes the
generated path (see blue path in Fig. 1). LKL is the KL loss for restraining the distribution of both
reconstructive images and generated images. Lapp is the reconstruction loss, and Lad is the adversarial
loss for GAN.
In our model, the total loss is defined as follow:
L = Lpic + λ1 Lperceptual + λ2 Lstyle

(6)

where λ1 = 0.1, λ2 = 250.0 in our experiments.
4 Experimental Results
4.1 Dataset

We evaluate our method on both Places2 [38] and Paris StreetView [39] datasets. Places2 dataset is
a natural scene dataset which is widely used in image outpainting. We divided Places2 into training set
308,500 and test set 20,000. Paris dataset is building view dataset, and we divided Paris into training
set 14,900 and test set 100. All of images are resized to 128 × 128 and normalized to [0,1]. These
normalized inputs of [0,1] can accelerate the training of model, and it also summarizes the statistical
distribution of uniform samples.
4.2 Experimental Setup

All experiments are implemented on Pytorch framework with Ubuntu 16.04, Python 3.6.9,
PyTorch 1.2.0, and RTX 2080TI GPU. Moreover, we set a batch size of 64, and use Adam optimizer
to train our network with an initial learning-rate of 0.00001, and the orthogonal method is used to
initialize the parameters of model. Although the network consists of two paths, it is trained in an endto-end style. We also employ a LSGAN loss to make the training stable. In the training procedure,
we update the discriminator once and update the generator once to complete the adversarial training.
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The test input is the masked image with missing center regular holes or long strips. Note that, during
test, we only use the bottom blue path to output final results. During training time, our model spent
6 days and 5 days on Places2 and Paris datasets respectively, while PICnet spent 7 days and 6 days
on Places2 and Paris datasets respectively. Therefore, it proves that our method is more efficient for
training times.
4.3 Evaluation Metrics

We compare our method (PICnet-SP-LM) with PICnet and its variants (PICnet-S (PICnet with
style loss) and PICnet-SP (PICnet with style loss and perceptual loss)) in terms of qualitative and
quantitative aspects. In the qualitative aspect, we can visually judge whether the outpainting parts are
fine or bad. In the quantitative aspect, six types of metrics are used to measure the performance of
different methods:
(1) Inception Score (IS) [40] is a common quantitative metric which is used to judge the quality of
generated images. GANs, which can generate clear and diverse images, are considered as good
generated models. IS can be used to measure the clarity and diversity of images. Formally, IS
is defined as follow:
IS = exp(Ey∼Pg DKL (p(z|y)||p(z)))

(7)

where g is the generator, y denotes the generated image, and z is the label predicted by the pre-trained
Inception V3 model. The higher IS score signifies that the generated images are clearer and more
diverse.
(2) Another metric usually used to measure the quality of GAN is Frechet Inception Distance
(FID) [41]. FID aims to estimate the distance between the feature vectors of generated image
and ground truthin a same domain. Formally:

1

FID = ||μx − μy ||22 + Tr x + y − 2(x y ) 2

(8)

where x denotes the ground truth and y denotes the generated image. μ is the mean value of
eigenvectors, and  is the covariance matrix of eigenvectors. The lower FID score also means that
the generated images are higher-quality for clarity and diversity.
(3) Structural similarity (SSIM) aims to evaluate the quality of image based on the luminance,
contract and structure of two images. Formally,
(2μx μy + c1 )(2σxy + c2 )
(9)
SSIM = 2
(μx + μ2y + c1 )(σx2 + σy2 + c2 )
where x, y denote ground truth and generated image respectively, μx is the mean value of x, σx denotes
the variance of x, and σxy denotes the covariance of x and y. The higher SSIM means the generated
images possess finer luminance, contract and structure.
(4) Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is a full reference estimation metric, and it is used to measure
the degree of image distortion. Formally,


MAXI2
(10)
PSNR = 10 · log10
MSE
where MAXI2 denotes the max pixel value in an image, and MSE is the abbreviation of mean square
error. A higher PSNR score signifies the generated images are more natural.
(5) L1 loss measures the pixel-wise difference by computing the L1 distance. Formally,
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L1 loss =

1  i,j
|x − yi,j |
m (i,j)
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(11)

where x, y denote ground truth and generated image respectively, (i, j) denotes the position in the
image, and m signifies the number of total elements. The lower L1 loss means generated images are
closer to ground truths for pixel-wise difference.
(6) RMSE is used to measure the deviation between generated image and ground truth. Formally,
RMSE =

1  i,j
(x − yi,j )2
m (i,j)

(12)

where x, y denote ground truth and generated image respectively, (i, j) denotes the position in the image,
and m signifies the number of total elements. Similarly, the lower RMSE means generated images are
closer to ground truths.
4.4 Qualitative Results

Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the qualitative results of different methods with 64 × 64 valid pixels
input on the different datasets. It is easy to see that the original PICnet generated blurry textures
and distorted structures in the outpainting areas (see Fig. 2c). To solve the existing problems, we
first introduce perceptual loss and style loss. For style loss, PICnet-S (PICnet with style loss) could
improve the existing distorted structures, and these coarse results become much smoother (see Fig. 2d).
Furthermore, we used both style loss and perceptual loss in PICnet (denoted as PICnet-SP) (PICnet
with style loss and perceptual loss) to improve the outpainting results. We can see the details from
Fig. 2e. Compared with the results of PICnet-S, PICnet-SP exhibits better on the Places2. For instance,
with style loss and perceptual loss, the results are more realistic and more natural in general. To further
improve the quality of outpainting images, we fuse the texture information in the low-level feature
map of encoder, and simultaneously incorporate these aggregated features reusability with semantic
(structural) information of deep feature map by element-wise adding in decoder. Simultaneously, we
designed multi-patch discriminator into the network. This could utilize more sophisticated texture
information to generate more authentic outpainting images (see Fig. 2f). We can see that our PICnetSP-LM achieved a more authentic outpainting result. Moreover, we also find a similar effect on the
Paris dataset. In the Fig. 3c, the vanilla PICnet method produces poor results which are filled with
fuzzy contents and shadows. However, the outpainting parts are improved a lot when we add style
loss alone or both style loss and perceptual loss (see Figs. 3d and 3e). Specifically, these shadows
disappear in some degree and the blurry textures become clearer. Fig. 3f with the low-level feature
fusion and the multi-patch discriminator exhibits better than the former methods. This proves that
low-level feature fusion and multi-patch discriminator could promote the network to generate higherquality outpainting images.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we set 128 × 64 valid pixels as the input
of network (see Figs. 4b and 5b). Figs. 4 and 5 show the qualitative results of different methods on
Places2 and Paris, respectively. From Figs. 4c and 5c, the original PICnet produces poor outpainting
results with apparent boundaries and warped structures. Nonetheless, these situations are greatly
improved when we use perceptual loss and style loss. In the Figs. 4 and 5, the structures become more
natural and clearer (see Figs. 4d, 4e, 5d and 5e). Moreover, Figs. 4f and 5f, generated by our PICnetSP-LM, reach the higher effect than the others. Thus, these results once again demonstrate that both
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low-level feature fusion and the multi-patch discriminator are instrumental for network to improve
the quality of outpainting images.

Figure 2: Qualitative results of different methods with 64 × 64 valid pixels’ input on the Places2 dataset
4.5 Quantitative Results

The qualitative results of different methods on both Paris and Places2 datasets with different
inputs are shown in Tabs. 1–4. The quantitative results with 64 × 64 valid pixels’ input on Paris and
Places2 are shown in the Tabs. 1 and 2. In the Tab. 1, we exhibit the quantitative metrics of 20,000 test
images on the Places2. In the experiments, our method with low-level feature fusion and the multipatch discriminator also achieves better metrics. Specially, our PICnet-SP-LM method achives the
lower 30.81 for FID, signifying our model can realize clearer and more diverse outpainting results.
The higher PSNR of 13.72 and SSIM of 0.4261, proving our results have a better image structure.
Besides, we also obtain lower L1 loss of 34.47 and RMSE of 64.76, which indicates our results are
closer to ground truths for pixel difference. Tab. 2 shows the quantitative metrics on the Paris. As
result of the limitation of the 100 test images of Paris, we only measure the metrics SSIM and RMSE.
From the quantitative results, low-level feature fusion and multi-patch discriminator again improve
the results generated by the vanilla PICnet.
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Figure 3: Qualitative results of different methods with 64 × 64 valid pixels’ input on the Paris
StreetView dataset
Furthermore, Tabs. 3 and 4 show the quantitative results of different methods with 128 × 64
valid pixels’ input on Places2 and Paris. The effect of low-level feature fusion and the multi-patch
discriminator once presents in the tables. Vanilla PICnet method produces the poor results which have
lower-quality quantitative metrics. Contrarily, the quantitative metrics of outpainting results produced
by PICnet-SP-LM can realize a better degree. Specially, with the effect of the low-level feature fusion
and the multi-patch discriminator, PICnet-SP-LM achieves higher PSNR of 16.78 and SSIM of 0.6452
on the Places2 dataset. Meanwhile, PICnet-SP-LM also realizes the lower FID of 9.99 and L1 loss of
19.25. In addition, on the Paris dataset, PICnet-SP-LM also exhibits better for SSIM and RMSE. All
the experiments demonstrate that both low-level feature fusion and the multi-patch discriminator are
beneficial for outpainting network to improve the quality of outpainting images.
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Figure 4: Qualitative results of different methods with 128 × 64 valid pixels’ input on the Places2
dataset

Figure 5: Qualitative results of different methods with 128 × 64 valid pixels’ input on the Paris
StreetView dataset
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Table 1: Quantitative results of different methods with 64×64 valid pixels’ input on the Places2 dataset
Method

IS

FID

PSNR

L1 loss

SSIM

RMSE

PICnet
PICnet-S
PICnet-SP
PICnet-SP-LM

5.60
5.49
5.69
5.59

34.81
31.87
32.39
30.81

12.95
12.92
13.11
13.72

38.29
38.21
37.64
34.47

0.4116
0.4109
0.4140
0.4261

70.21
70.54
68.76
64.76

Table 2: Quantitative results of different methods with 64 × 64 valid pixels’ input on Paris StreetView.
Because the limitation of the 100 test images of Paris StreetView, we only evaluate the SSIM and RMSE
Method

SSIM

RMSE

PICnet
PICnet-S
PICnet-SP
PICnet-SP-LM

0.4248
0.4441
0.4367
0.4495

55.63
55.58
55.89
52.42

Table 3: Quantitative results of different methods with 128 × 64 valid pixels’ input on the Places2
dataset
Method

IS

FID

PSNR

L1 loss

SSIM

RMSE

PICnet
PICnet-S
PICnet-SP
PICnet-SP-LM

4.05
4.11
4.09
4.13

13.94
12.78
11.78
9.99

16.38
16.38
16.42
16.78

20.62
20.66
20.45
19.25

0.6407
0.6442
0.6438
0.6452

57.71
57.89
57.49
55.13

Table 4: Quantitative results of different methods with 128 × 64 valid pixels’ input on Paris StreetView.
Because the limitation of the 100 test images of Paris StreetView, we only evaluate the SSIM and RMSE
Method

SSIM

RMSE

PICnet
PICnet-S
PICnet-SP
PICnet-SP-LM

0.6503
0.6602
0.6654
0.6663

49.35
47.39
45.34
45.10

4.6 Ablation Study

In addition, we also implement other experiments for further selecting the better PICnet-SP-LM
method. Tab. 5 is the quantitative results of implemental experiments on the Places2 dataset. Specifically, PICnet-SP-LM-1 and PICnet-SP-LM-2 are the different hyper parameters for reconstruction
loss and KL loss, respectively. (PICnet-SP-LM-1 with hyper parameter 20 for reconstruction loss and
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hyper parameter 20 for KL loss, and PICnet-SP-LM-2 with hyper parameter 20 for reconstruction
loss and hyper parameter 40 for KL loss.) From the experimental results, PICnet-SP-LM-1 achieves
a better degree. Thus, PICnet-SP-LM-3 and PICnet-SP-LM-4 adopt the hyper parameters of PICnetSP-LM-1. PICnet-SP-LM-3 utilizes one layer’s aggregated features, and PICnet-SP-LM-4 utilizes two
layers’ aggregated features. Apparently, PICnet-SP-LM-4 utilizing more aggregated features achieves
a better effect. Therefore, PICnet-SP-LM-4 is an optimal experimental setup, which could generate
more natural and more realistic outpainting results. Moreover, for the qualitative aspect, the results
generated by PICnet-SP-LM-4 are also clearer and more authentic than other methods. In the Fig. 6,
we also select some outpainting results with borders in baseline model. Then we relieve or eliminate
these borders through gradually adding our core blocks, which could present the obvious effect of
these core blocks.
Table 5: Quantitative results of ablation study with 64 × 64 valid pixels’ input on the Places2 dataset
Method

IS

FID

PSNR

L1 loss

SSIM

RMSE

PICnet-SP-LM-1
PICnet-SP-LM-2
PICnet-SP-LM-3
PICnet-SP-LM-4

5.13
5.09
5.06
5.59

38.11
34.99
40.33
30.81

13.70
13.67
13.56
13.72

34.59
34.54
34.89
34.47

0.4165
0.4246
0.4161
0.4261

63.04
65.12
65.71
64.76

Figure 6: Qualitative results of ablation study on the Places2 dataset. (a) Input, (b) PICnet-SP-LM-1,
(c) PICnet-SP-LM-2, (d) PICnet-SP-LM-3, (e) PICnet-SP-LM-4
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5 Conclusion

In fact, image outpainting plays an important role in image processing field, and it can be also used
to promote the image inpainting. In this paper, we present a perceptual image outpainting method,
which is assisted by low-level feature fusion and multi-patch discriminator. In details, we first fuse
the low-level texture information in the encoder, and simultaneously incorporate these fused features
with semantic (or structural) information of deep feature map, which could promote the network to
generate finer outpainting results. At the same time, we also present a multi-patch discriminator to
enhance the generated image texture, which effectively judges the generated image from the different
level features and impels our network to produce more natural and clearer outpainting results. To fully
evaluate our model, we implement experiments on Places2 and Paris dataset. Finally, the experimental
results show that our method is better than PICnet for qualitative effects and quantitative metrics,
which proves the effectiveness and efficiency of our method for image outpainting task. In the future,
we will further study more challenging image outpainting field, such as the input images with bigger
missing regions. We also try to realize higher-quality outpainting results.
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